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ABSTRACT

We study conversational domain exploration (CODEX), where the user’s goal is to enrich her knowledge of a given domain by conversing with an informative bot. Such conversations should be well grounded in high-quality domain knowledge as well as engaging and open-ended. A CODEX bot should be proactive and introduce relevant information even if not directly asked for by the user. The bot should also appropriately pivot the conversation to undiscovered regions of the domain. To address these dialogue characteristics, we introduce a novel approach termed dynamic composition that decouples candidate content generation from the flexible composition of bot responses. This allows the bot to control the source, correctness and quality of the offered content, while achieving flexibility via a dialogue manager that selects the most appropriate contents in a compositional manner. We implemented a CODEX bot based on dynamic composition and integrated it into the Google Assistant. As an example domain, the bot conversed about the NBA basketball league in a seamless experience, such that users were not aware whether they were conversing with the vanilla system or the one augmented with our CODEX bot. Results are positive and offer insights into what makes for a good conversation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first real user experiment of open-ended dialogues as part of a commercial assistant system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Building on breakthroughs in machine learning and natural language processing, conversational AI has grown rapidly in the last decade and now touches the daily life of millions of users, notably via personal assistant systems like Alexa, Cortana, Google Assistant and Siri. Conversational AI systems are typically divided into three categories: question answering (QnA), task based (e.g., ordering pizza or getting a movie recommendation), and social chat bots, focusing on human-like interaction (see recent survey of [15]).

This characterization does not capture an important category of conversations that blends aspects of QnA and social bots: Conversational domain exploration (CODEX) of a domain. In such dialogues, the goal of the user is to enrich her knowledge of a given domain by conversing with a knowledgeable bot. Like QnA and task-based dialogues, such conversations are focused and well grounded in high-quality domain knowledge. Like social bots, the conversation should be engaging and open-ended. Importantly, a CODEX bot should be proactive and may introduce relevant information that the user did not directly ask for. It should also appropriately pivot the dialogue to undiscovered regions of the domain.

In this work, we tackle the challenge of building CODEX bots that effectively interact with real users. One requirement from CODEX bots is the ability to provide diverse responses that would fit the wide range of user inputs issued in open-ended dialogues. In state-of-the-art bots, this is achieved via retrieval or end-to-end generative models, which are typically based on a vast corpora of human-human dialogues. At the same time, as in task-based and QnA bots, responses in CODEX dialogues need to be tightly controlled and anchored in verifiable domain knowledge. Unfortunately, this is typically not the case for open-ended bots [12, 15, 34].

To cope with the unique challenge of the CODEX setting, we introduce a novel approach termed dynamic composition. This approach decouples candidate content generation from the flexible composition of bot responses. This allows the bot to control the source, correctness and quality of the content that it may offer. At the same time, it is able to achieve flexibility via a dialogue manager that selects the most appropriate content in a compositional manner. At the heart of the dynamic composition approach are: (1) a collection of content providers, such as news, facts, and questions;
(2) a dialogue manager (DM); (3) a sentence fusion module. In each bot turn, the providers and DM participate in a composition loop. In each step of the loop, all providers offer candidates for the next utterance to be added to the constructed bot response. The DM then selects one appropriate utterance or ends the loop. Finally, the selected sequence of utterances is fused into a cohesive bot response. Examples for CODEX dialogues conducted with a dynamic composition bot are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Utterances from different providers in the same bot turn appear in different colors.

When selecting the series of utterances for a compositional response, a CODEX bot based on dynamic composition should construct high quality responses while globally striving to maintain an engaging experience. These short and long term objectives include many implicit sub-goals, such as identifying interesting facts that would fit together in a single response, avoiding repetitions along the dialogue, choosing the appropriate response length, and proactively changing the course of the dialogue at the right time. To this end, we implement a dynamic composition bot whose collection of content providers includes informative providers, offering content from various sources, e.g., a knowledge-graph and news articles, and conversation drivers, such as questions and topic changers, which aim at increasing user engagement. The bot’s DM follows the hierarchical recurrent neural network (RNN) paradigm [39], which captures the low-level characteristics of the immediate user inputs and bot responses as well as the dialogue-level state.

To test the effectiveness of the dynamic composition approach, we integrated our bot into the Google Assistant, allowing it to converse about the NBA basketball league as an example domain. Users were randomly selected for the experiment, without any filtering. Importantly, in contrast to Alexa prize experiments [36], this experiment was a seamless experience so that users were not aware whether they were conversing with the vanilla assistant system or the one augmented with the CODEX bot. Experimental results are positive, showing the potential of dynamic composition for CODEX dialogues, and offer insights into what makes for a good conversation. To the best of our knowledge, this constitutes the first real-user experiment of open-ended dialogues as part of a commercial assistant system.

Our contributions are as follows: (a) we introduce the novel dynamic composition approach (Section 3); (b) we describe the first implementation of a dynamic composition bot for CODEX dialogues (Section 4); (c) we present detailed human evaluation of our bot (Section 5); and (d) we report results and insights of a 6 months live experiment conducted in the Google Assistant (Section 6).

2 RELATED WORK

Broadly speaking, two main paradigms are followed in state-of-the-art open-ended bots: retrieval-based and generative. The body of literature for both is extensive so we only outline the central trends.

Information retrieval models select the most appropriate bot response out of a very large index of responses that were extracted from previously conducted open-ended dialogues. Such dialogues can be mined from publicly available human/human conversations, e.g., Twitter, Reddit and Weibo. Prior work focused on improving the retrieval quality of the next response in a dialogue, given the response index. One direction is to match between an embedding of the conversation history and the embedding of candidate responses [53, 54, 60, 63]. Another approach looks at word relationships between the convolution history and each candidate response, computing semantic similarity based on these [32, 45, 50, 64]. Yang et al. [56] apply pseudo relevance feedback to expand candidate responses with related external-knowledge terms. Fedorenko et al. [14] bias negative training examples to avoid selecting candidates that are highly similar to posts in the conversation history.

Retrieval-based dialogues sound natural and usually do not contain syntactic or prosody errors, since bot responses are copies of human responses. In addition, inappropriate content may be filtered and controlled offline at index construction. These merits made the retrieval approach the main choice for industrial chatbot systems [35, 42]. On the other hand, the set of candidate responses is fixed once the index is created, so it is harder to offer an appropriate response for every dialogue context. Specifically, offering knowledge-rich responses is limited. In contrast, we aim for a flexible open-ended bot that is grounded in domain knowledge.

The second main paradigm for modeling open-ended dialogues is to generate the bot response on the fly. One way to do so is by instantiating templates with selected structured content. This approach is common in practical chatbots, including the top Alexa prize models [4, 11, 13, 33]. Templates are usually built manually, and a model is learned to select the most appropriate one. This simplifies generation and learning and makes the model better grounded with correct structured data [20, 49]. On the other hand, it is hard to maintain a collection of templated responses that fit any context in open-ended dialogue.

To achieve maximum flexibility in the wording of the returned response, many open-ended dialogue models perform end-to-end generation of bot responses given the dialogue history. Virtually all such models learn a neural encoder/decoder generative model [3, 5, 6, 24, 28, 37, 39, 40, 46, 51, 52]. This approach is capable of generating appropriate responses to any dialogue context, and can be conditioned on semantic attributes, such as persona, emotion and topics [7, 8, 10, 41, 47, 59, 65]. However it suffers from lack of diversity and often returns “safe” generic responses. It is also hard to guarantee that the generated text reflects real or correct world knowledge, and such models tend to hallucinate fictitious information. Many recent works attempt to address the diversity [25, 30, 44, 57, 58, 61] and grounding [12, 17, 26, 34, 62] issues in neural text generation. However, performance end-to-end models...
is brittle enough so that they are not the method of choice for industrial chatbots where the response quality is under scrutiny.

Several works investigated the use of an ensemble of models, each offering its own candidate response, together with a dialogue manager that selects between them. Some works combine retrieval-based and generation-based models [23, 38, 42, 43, 55]. Others select between modules that fit a specific type of response or a specific domain, such as social chat, movies, news and question answering [13, 22]. Unlike our proposed compositional approach, in all of these works, only a single candidate is selected for the bot response.

3 DYNAMIC COMPOSITION

In this section we introduce our novel dynamic composition approach as illustrated in Fig. 3. In the next section, we describe a concrete implementation of a CODEX bot based on this approach.

Dynamic composition relies on two main concepts. First, it decouples content generation from content selection. Content generation is performed by content providers, which offer candidate utterances. Each content provider is "specialized" and relies, for example, on a combination of a single source (e.g., news, a knowledge graph, or a dialogue corpus such as a Reddit), a particular algorithm (e.g., retrieval-based, templates, encoder/decoder), or a specific dialogue act (e.g., answer, question, enhancement, acknowledgement). Given a set of candidates and the context of the conversation so far, utterance selection is performed by a learned dialogue manager (DM).

Second, in dynamic composition, a single bot response is a composition of several utterances, possibly from different providers. This composition is performed in two stages, outlined in Fig. 3. In the first one, the DM and the content providers participate in a composition loop. In each step of the loop, providers generate candidates for the next utterance to be appended to the response constructed so far. Importantly, the providers are contextual and have access to the currently constructed response in addition to the conversation history. This allows them to offer utterances that refer to information already selected for the prefix of the response. The DM then selects a candidate and appends it to the sequence of selected utterances. This step is repeated until the DM assesses that the response contains enough utterances. The composition loop for the first bot turn in the dialogue from Fig. 1 is illustrated in Fig. 4.

In the second stage, sentence fusion is applied to combine the sequence of selected utterances into a coherent response by modifying the surface texts without altering their semantics. Such changes may include pronounization, introduction of discourse markers, and compactization of repeated information.

The dynamic composition approach maintains the correctness and quality of the proposed content through the development of focused providers. At the same time, it enables a flexible composition of information from different sources and of different types within the same bot response, and tailored for the specific conversation context. Fig. 3, which shows a response in the NBA domain,
the bot components. Content providers may use the focus to limit the search space when offering candidates. Providers that specialize in focus change, which is a key driver of domain exploration and discovery, can directly use explicit focus annotation. The DM relies on features that indicate a change in focus to learn when to stay on topic and when to shift it to keep the conversation engaging. Finally, sentence fusion uses the focus for pronounization and for adding discourse markers.

On the bot side, we require each candidate utterance offered by a provider to be annotated with its focus. On the user side, the NLU component infers the focus from the user input, as described next.

4.1.2 Focus Tracking in User Input.
Our NLU component infers the conversation focus given a new user input and the conversation history using a supervised neural ranker. First, an entity linker is applied to map entities to nodes in a knowledge graph. Then, based on the annotations, the ranker generates a list of candidate focuses which, in addition to the last user input, include entities from the entire conversation. This allows for back referencing as well as implicitly remaining "on track". Using a per domain set of simple rules, we include additional related entities that are not explicitly mentioned in the dialogue.

Each focus candidate is represented using domain agnostic features, including the embedding of the focus entities, the entity types, whether the primary/secondary focus is identical to the current one, and whether its entities were mentioned in the last turn. We also incorporate domain-specific features. For the NBA domain, for example, we add whether a sports event is, and whether the focus contains an unresolved entity (e.g., a game or team that is mentioned but cannot be disambiguated). Finally, the user input is encoded at the token level by a bi-directional LSTM (biLSTM) [19]. The last hidden states of the biLSTM along with the above candidate focus features are fed to a DNN, and the scores are computed via softmax over the candidates. The focus tracking model is illustrated in Fig. 5. The model was trained first on 3K examples automatically labeled by a simple rule-based focus tracker, and then improved on 1.5K golden labels provided by human annotations.

4.1.3 Factoid Question Parsing.
Users often ask concrete questions such as "What is the life span of an elephant?" or "Who was the top scorer?". To handle such questions, we followed the semantic parser approach in [48]. We constructed a context-free grammar that generates questions related to knowledge graph triplets of the target domain. We then generated examples with the grammar and trained a sequence-to-sequence model that parsed user inputs into knowledge-graph entries. We note that, since not all user inputs are questions, in our training conversations (see Section 4.3), an expert labeled inputs that are not factoid questions, such as "yes", "Lakers game" as negative examples. The parser was trained to decode these as a NOP entry.

The model above considers each input as standalone, which is not the case in dialogues. We therefore augmented each input with the focus inferred by the focus tracker. This offers resolution for pronouns or implicit references to focus entities. On held out data, the trained factoid question parser reached 98% accuracy.

4.2 Content Providers
We next describe the different content providers in our bot. We distinguish between informative providers, which offer facts and opinions, and conversational drivers, whose goal is to proactively increase user engagement. Providers also differ in their reliance on structured data, specifically a knowledge graph, and unstructured data sources. Structured providers generate their texts using templates, and declare their structured data, which may be used in subsequent composition. Unstructured content is quoted verbatim with proper attribution. A sample dialogue in Table 2 illustrates the composition of several of the different providers described below.

4.2.1 Knowledge-graph Facts.
This structured informative provider exposes pieces of information about knowledge graph entities in the primary focus, such as "Kevin Durant scored 35 points in the Warriors vs. Lakers game", or "Horses
can run as fast as 55 MPH". For each entity, the knowledge graph has many different facts that may be surfaced. In order to offer only interesting ones as candidates, the fact provider includes an internal ranking function, \text{FactRank}(entity, attribute, value), that takes into account several features of the fact: does it describe some extremum (e.g., the fastest animal)? is it far from the average (e.g., a team scoring far more points in a game than their season average)? how broad/specific is it (e.g., the weight of female Asian elephants in captivity vs. elephant weight on average)? The ranker is a linear function over the above features with manually tuned weights.

4.2.2 Comparisons.
This structured informative provider compares a specific attribute of two entities, such as “Cheetahs are faster than lions” and “the Warriors and the Rockets have similar wins in this season”. If the focus includes two primary entities, these are compared. Otherwise, entities for comparison are chosen using an entity relatedness matrix, \text{Related}(a, b), which was constructed using an in-house model similar to [21] based on entity co-mentions in Web documents or Web queries. If an attribute (e.g., ‘speed’) is part of the focus, it is taken as the comparison dimension. Otherwise, facts based on shared attributes for the two entities are extracted and ranked using \text{FactRank}(). The attributes with highest fact rank score are selected for comparison.

4.2.3 Followup Insights.
This structured informative provider suggests an additional insight for a structured fact presented in the previous utterance. For example, given "Kevin Durant scored 35 points in the game", this provider may offer the insight "This is his season high". This is done by assessing if the referred fact occurs as an extremum across some aggregated dimension. Examples include aggregation over a time period (e.g., career, season, last 10 games), or entities subsets (e.g., land mammals, bench players, home games). As before, \text{FactRank}() is employed to offer only the top interesting insights.

4.2.4 Web Facts.
This unstructured informative provider uses a home-made Web crawler to collect sentences in Web pages that convey facts on target entities [31]. At serving, the provider offers candidates from the collected index for primary entities in the focus. The first step of the second bot turn in Fig. 2 is an example of a collected fact.

4.2.5 News.
This unstructured informative provider adapts an extractive summarization method to obtain relevant information from news articles. To this end, the provider crawls the Web periodically (every few hours), and updates an index with recent news articles that mention entities in the domain. Next, snippets from the newly collected articles are extracted and scored by performing multi-document summarization using TextRank [29]. We filter out snippets that have either a low score, are too short (less than 3 tokens), are too long (more than 20 tokens), or contain an unresolved co-references. At serving time, the provider offers the highest scored snippets relevant to the entities in the current focus. An example conversation that includes a news snippet at the end of the second bot turn is shown in Table 3.

4.2.6 Questions.
Two conversational drivers offer questions as candidate utterances. The first one tests for further interest of the user in the current focus, e.g., “Are you up for more information about turtles?” The user answer provides an explicit indication for the DM whether to stay on topic. The second type of questions elicits user preferences to drive the conversation towards entities that are of greater interest, e.g., “Which do you like more, cats or dogs?”. Typically, one entity is taken from the primary focus entities, while the other is taken from the relatedness matrix \text{Related}(). We also use domain specific questions that can capture useful user preferences, such as “Who do you think will win?” in Sports.

4.2.7 Focus Changing.
These conversational drivers intentionally generate candidates with entities that are outside of the current focus. One type of focus changers offers questions on entities related to the focus, as in “Do you like cats too?”, when the current focus is ‘dogs’. Another type of focus changers offers information about related entities, thus implicitly changing the focus. For example, if the first utterance in a bot response was “The Raptors won”, a second utterance “Kawhi Leonard was the top scorer” changes the focus from the team to the athlete, while maintaining the respective game as the secondary entity. Relatedness either comes from \text{Related}() or through knowledge graph relations such as hypernyms/hyponyms (animal – animal family) and meronyms/holonyms (athlete – team).

4.2.8 Teasers.
This conversation driver builds on interesting facts that are ranked highly by \text{FactRank}(). However, instead of conveying the full fact information, it offers only partial information. For example, instead of “Stephen Curry was the Warriors’ top scorer with 42 points” it offers “Stephen Curry was the Warriors’ top scorer”. Similarly, instead of “Lions sleep 16–20 hours each day”, it offers “Lions sleep a lot”. This gives the opportunity to an engaged user to ask for the full information, or change the direction of the dialogue without receiving too much information on topics that the user is less interested in.

4.3 Dialogue Manager
The DM has the critical role of choosing from candidate utterances offered by the providers with the goal of composing a sequence of utterances that makes up a relevant and engaging bot response. As discussed, this is done in an iterative process termed composition loop. In each step, providers offer candidate utterances that take into
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<td>Bot</td>
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</table>
account the current dialogue context and then the DM selects one of them. The composition loop algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.

4.3.1 DM Architecture.
Hierarchical dialogue models have been showed to outperform flat models [39, 51, 60, 63]. Thus, inspired by [39], our DM is implemented as a two-level hierarchical RNN encoder, shown in Fig. 6. The input at each step is the last user input (in blue), a candidate utterance (in light orange), and the previous state. A first-level GRU [9] encodes each text into a sentence embedding vector. These are then fed to a second-level GRU (in green), along with metadata features. Thus, the context vector of the high-level RNN represents the whole conversation history as the conversation progresses. The second-level RNN unit also predicts a score for each candidate utterance, serving as a ranking function. The top scoring candidate is then selected, and its state becomes the grounding state for the next RNN step. On top of the RNN greedy selection of next utterance, we apply a beam search of depth 3. Each beam is scored by the sum of scores of all its selected utterances.

The metadata features include: (a) the provider type (question asker, focus changer etc.); (b) token-level cosine similarity between the candidate and previous bot utterances; (c) the number of tokens in the constructed response; (d) the number of tokens in the candidate utterance; (e) entity types in the candidate focus; (f) whether the candidate offers to change the focus. Content providers may also contribute features to the DM to use as signals. Specifically, we add the news provider score computed by TextRank.

The DM decides when to end the composition loop. This is done by introducing a special ‘End-Of-Turn’ candidate. When this candidate has the highest score, the loop ends. Candidate utterances can also indicate if they should be the last in the response (e.g., bot questions). When such utterances are selected, the loop ends after their addition. We also introduce a predetermined hard-limit on the number of utterances to be added (see Section 6.4).

If all candidate utterances in the first step of the composition loop are assigned a low score, we do not expect the bot response to be of good quality, and the DM ends the whole conversation. In our experiments, the score threshold was set to 0.7 achieving 90% precision. Thus, our DM combines three roles: (a) a ranker for selecting the best content; (b) a classifier for ending the composition loop; and (c) a classifier for ending the conversation.

4.3.2 DM Training.
We train our DM in a supervised learning setting as follows. CrowdSource human evaluators conduct conversations with the bot and rate the bot responses. For each domain, we start with a few content providers and, as the DM quality improves, we progressively add providers, and collect additional rated training conversations that now include candidates from these new providers.

The evaluators are instructed to conduct conversations with specific personas in mind, e.g., a casual NBA fan. They are also given an example scenario from which they could seed a conversation – “Imagine you came home late from work missing your favorite team’s game and want to catch up.”

Each evaluator constructs training dialogues in two phases. First, she converses with the bot until the dialogue details or comes to a natural end. Then, the evaluator rates the bot responses. In dynamic composition, all candidates utterances at every step of the composition is known, and the evaluator is asked to assess all of them. For example, in the bot turn illustrated in Fig. 4, all 11 candidates are rated. Thus, we obtain many training examples from a single conversation. A dozen expert CrowdSource evaluators generated ~1.5K conversations with an average of 3 responses, each with 2–3 utterances, and with 10–20 candidates for each utterance. Overall, this results in ~150K training examples.

Each candidate utterance is rated on a scale of -3 to 7, with no 0 rating. The negative scale refers to candidates that do not reply to a user’s question or are out of context. The positive scale corresponds to candidates that fit the conversation context. The broader positive rating scale enables higher granularity in evaluators’ preferences of relevance and interest, allowing the DM to learn such subtleties.

4.4 Sentence Fusion
The output of the composition loop is a sequence of utterances, which still need to be fused into a single coherent bot response. In particular, the providers offered these utterances as standalone sentences, not knowing the full context in which they will be conveyed. Thus, simple concatenation of all utterances would result in a cumbersome, unnatural and overly verbose response. For example,
in responding to the user input “How did James Harden do?”, the DM could pick the two utterances “James Harden was the top scorer in the game with 32 points” and “James Harden had 12 rebounds in the game”. A simple concatenation – “James Harden was the top scorer in the game with 32 points. James Harden had 12 rebounds in the game.” – sounds repetitive and unnatural. Such responses are especially unappealing when conveyed over voice-only devices, such as Google Home and Amazon Echo.

To remedy this, the last component of the dynamic composition approach is sentence fusion, whose goal is to combine ordered utterances into a single coherent and cohesive response [2, 16, 27]. To this end, we apply a rule-based mechanism that addresses the following fusion phenomena: (a) co-reference and pronominalization, (b) removal of repetitive context mentions, such as a game or a season, and (c) introduction of a discourse marker between sentences.

Table 4 shows examples for each phenomenon. For the example above, our fusion implementation returns “James Harden was the top scorer in the game with 32 points. Also, he had 12 rebounds”.

To perform co-reference and pronominalization, we detect repeated entity mentions in the currently built response using entity-linking to a knowledge-graph. If an entity mention is unambiguous, meaning that no similar entity type was mentioned since the last mention of the target entity in the response, then co-referencing is allowed. In this case, mentions for animated entities are replaced by a pronoun, e.g., ‘it’ for ‘lion’, ‘he’ for ‘Lebron’ and ‘they’ for ‘Lakers’. We use the dependency parse tree of each utterance [1] for proper pronoun inflection. For non-animated entities, we use the type as the co-reference, e.g., replacing ‘Lakers vs. Boston game’ with ‘game’. If a non-animated entity is unambiguously mentioned in consecutive utterances, we remove the repeated mentions altogether, assuming that the context is clear. We note that only entities in the conversation domain are considered for co-reference or mention removal (e.g., teams, games etc. for sports).

Our fusion implementation also adds discourse markers that indicate the sentiment relation between two consecutive utterances. Specifically, we first detect consecutive utterances in which the same entity is the focus. We then analyze the sentiment of each utterance w.r.t. that entity and if the sentiment is positive or negative and similar in both utterances, we add a continuation marker, e.g., ‘also’. If the sentiment is contradicting, we add a negation marker, e.g., ‘but’. This is exemplified in the last entry in Table 4.

We also tried using a sequence-to-sequence ML model trained on the DiscoFuse dataset [16]. Fusion performance, however, decreased noticeably. This could be due to the fact that the dataset has Wikipedia and news examples, which are inherently different from dialogue examples. We plan to study transfer learning between fusion corpora in future work.

Table 4: Sentence fusion examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenomenon</th>
<th>Before Fusion</th>
<th>After Fusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co-reference</td>
<td>Harden was the top scorer in the Rockets vs. Lakers game.</td>
<td>Harden was the top scorer in the game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Removal</td>
<td>Harden was the top scorer in the Rockets vs. Lakers game.</td>
<td>Harden was the top scorer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discourse Markers</td>
<td>Harden was the top scorer. Harden had the most turnovers.</td>
<td>Harden was the top scorer. But, Harden had the most turnovers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronominalization</td>
<td>Cheetahs are the fastest land mammals.</td>
<td>They are the fastest land mammals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 HUMAN-RATED EVALUATION

We conducted human-rated evaluation of our CODEX bot for the NBA domain. We first report the results of an end-to-end evaluation, comparing our bot to a vanilla Google Assistant. We then provide additional component-wise analysis.

5.1 Bot Setup

Our CODEX bot (Section 4) is set up as follows. The focus tracking model is trained with a learning rate of 0.001 and batch size of 20. Its DNN has 4 layers, each with 10 units. Its LSTM has a single layer with 40 units. The DM model is trained with a learning rate of 0.0001, batch size of 16, and dropout probability of 0.8. Its architecture includes 2 GRU layers, each with 200 units. The focus annotated dataset and DM annotated dataset contain 4.5K and 150K examples, respectively. Both were split into 80% train, 10% validation and 10% test sets. All hyperparameters are selected using Google Vizier [18], performing random grid search on the validation set.

5.2 End-to-end evaluation

We would like to assess whether users prefer a dynamic composition bot when discussing a domain over the typical question-answer approach in current assistants. To do so, we asked a team of CrowdSource human evaluators to conduct dialogues on NBA with the vanilla Google Assistant as well as our bot and rate the overall conversation experience on a scale of 1 to 5. Importantly, these evaluators did not experience the CODEX bot beforehand. Additionally, the user interface for conducting dialogues was indistinguishable between the two settings. Further, the evaluation was blindfolded so that evaluators did not know which bot they were conversing with in each conversation. Overall, the evaluators conducted and rated 200 dialogues with at least 3 turns for the two bot settings.

The results are presented in Table 5. The relative improvement in dialogue quality when conducting conversations with the CODEX bot is 14% (statistically significant at p < 0.01). Analysis of the rated conversations reveals that the improvement in quality is due to two main factors: (a) the bot’s ability to maintain the dialogue context even when given ambiguous user inputs; (b) the additional exploratory information that enriches the bot responses. In particular, the enriched responses created more engaging dialogues in which the users continued conversing, picking up on the dialogue directions introduced by the bot. Both of the above are encouraging indications that dynamic composition can achieve better dialogue
We evaluated both the architecture and the features of the DM model as follows. We compute avg-rating@1: the human-annotated rating (see Section 4.3.2) for each selected candidate utterance by the DM, averaged across all turn steps in the test set. The maximum achievable avg-rating@1 – if we would always choose the top rated candidate – is 6.09; random selection achieves 0.64. Our full DM model (Section 4.3) achieves an avg-rating@1 of 5.21.

To test the impact of the conversation history, we trained a DM version that replaces the second-level RNN (Fig. 6) with a DNN with no recurrent connections. This model achieves an avg-rating@1 of 4.74, a drop of 10% compared to the full model. This shows that conversation history is important in our collected CODEX dialogues and that our second-layer RNN can make good use of it.

We next evaluate the gain that can be attributed to the addition of metadata features on top of encoding of the conversation text. To this end, we removed a single feature family from the full DM model at a time in an ablation study. The results are provided in Table 9. These indicate that explicit focus and text similarity features have little effect, possibly because they are already captured well via the GRU encoder. Sequence lengths are not easy to maintain using RNNs, and thus adding them directly helps. The feature that contributes most is the semantic type of each candidate utterance, i.e., the provider type, which probably helps the model learn useful compositional patterns at the pragmatics level.

Finally, we conducted the following blind side-by-side experiment of two bot variants: one with our sentence fusion mechanism, and the other with a naive concatenation of the selected utterances. The annotators were asked to annotate which version they prefer. In 76% out of 100 randomly sampled examples, the fusion variant was preferred, in 17% of the cases the non-fused variant was preferred, and in the other cases there was no preference. This is a clear indication that fusion improves the quality of composite responses.

### Table 6: Illustrated conversation - vanilla Google Assistant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Bot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who won the Warriors game?</td>
<td>They won 132-100 against the Celtics today.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many points did Curry score?</td>
<td>Stephen Curry scored 26 points in the game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who do they play next?</td>
<td>The Warriors will next host the 76ers on April 20.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7: Focus tracking model evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision@1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain-agnostic-only</td>
<td>83.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN</td>
<td>90.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full model</td>
<td>92.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best achievable</td>
<td>95.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 8: Sample conversation - wrong secondary focus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Bot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>did the Rockets beat the Warriors tonight</td>
<td>No, the Rockets lost 109-99 yesterday against the Warriors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>when do they play next</td>
<td>The Houston Rockets will next host the Warriors on May 24 at 5pm in Toyota Center. The average points per game against the Rockets in their last 10 games is 96.9, compared to their seasonal 104.3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>how many points did James Harden score</td>
<td>how many points did James Harden score last night against the Warriors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>last night against the Warriors</td>
<td>James Harden scored 28 points in the game.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 9: Ablation study for DM metadata features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Removed features</th>
<th>avg-rating@1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provider type</td>
<td>4.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence lengths</td>
<td>5.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text similarity</td>
<td>5.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus type + Focus changed</td>
<td>5.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full model</td>
<td>5.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
need (e.g., inquiring about which TV channel will transmit an NBA game or setting a reminder for watching a game). Second, they usually do not mimic real user conditions, such as rushing to work in a car, or sitting in front of the TV with background noise. Third, evaluators are co-operative, and will conduct a conversation with a bot even if the conversation reaches an awkward or inappropriate stage. Finally, having only dozens of evaluators introduces biases to personal tastes of what makes for a good conversation in a certain domain. Thus, to gain accurate understanding of how real users interact with our CODEX bot, we conducted a live experiment.

### 6.1 Experimental Setup

For the live experiment, we use our CODEX bot implementation for the NBA domain. To interact with users under a real online setting, we integrated the bot into the Google Assistant, termed onward as assistant. The experiment was conducted under an A/B testing protocol, in which a small percentage of assistant users were randomly sampled to interact with an assistant version augmented with our bot, termed experiment, and other users (same percentage) were sampled to interact with the vanilla assistant, termed control. This experiment spanned the entire 2018-2019 NBA season during which user assignment to control/experiment remained constant.

Whenever a user queried for information about an NBA team, the control returned the default assistant answer, while in the experiment, our bot was triggered. On top of answering the requested information, our bot tried to engage the user into conversing about the NBA. This interaction was seamless to the users, who could not distinguish between the vanilla assistant and the one integrated with the CODEX bot. Once started, a conversation with a user could end if the bot predicted that its response is not of sufficient quality (see Section 4.3), if the user issued a query not in the NBA domain (e.g., about the weather), or if the user issued a standard stop command. The last two options were handled by the assistant.

The bot implementation in the live experiment was as described in Section 4 except for bot questions and the news provider, which were turned off due to product decisions.

### 6.2 Bot Response Metrics

During the experiment, we measured daily user interaction with the assistant about the NBA domain in both the experiment and the control versions. In order to assess user engagement, we rely on several surrogate metrics that could be directly measured from the interaction logs. First, we define a logged conversation to be the succession of user and bot turns, starting with a triggering user turn (Section 6.1). We counted the following conversation metrics:

- **An NBA query** is a user query that contains a mention of an NBA-related entity or invites an NBA-related response.
- **The Followup rate** is the fraction of bot turns followed by a user input occurring less than 100 seconds afterwards.
- **The NBA followup rate** is the fraction of bot turns followed by an NBA query.
- **The Other-sports followup rate** is the fraction of bot turns followed by a user query which has a non-NBA but still sports-related entity, e.g., NFL or MLB.
- **Explicit positive feedback** refers to followup user queries with explicit gratitude such as “thank you” and “wonderful”.
- **Explicit negative feedback** refers to followup user queries that contain negative feedback, such as “stop” and “shut up”.

For the last two metrics, we use predefined lists of positive and negative feedback phrases collected from user logs.

### 6.3 Main Results

The average relative change in the metrics of the experiment w.r.t. the control is shown in Table 10. All changes except positive feedback are statistically significant at $p < 0.01$. The increase in user engagement with the assistant in the experiment is clear along multiple metrics. First, at the aggregate level, an increase of 3.9% in the number of daily NBA queries per user is a strong indication that, overall, users like the enriched responses of our CODEX bot, which contain more information than requested in the user query. Second, the metrics that pertain to the progress of the conversation itself reveal an increase of 2.9% in followup user queries, resulting in longer user-assistant interaction.

### 6.4 Device Type Analysis

Users engage with the assistant via different types of devices. We analyzed the differences in interaction when a user used a voice-only device, e.g., Google Home, compared to a device with a screen, e.g., a mobile phone. The relative increase in number of NBA queries and followup rate are respectively 8% and 24% higher in devices with a screen compared to screenless devices. We also found that most of the explicit feedback by users (both positive and negative) is issued on voice-only devices. This may hint that users find it
harder to interact with such devices, and therefore improved or reduced quality is more explicitly noted.

In addition, we found that bot replies with more than two utterances resulted in a significant rise in bad feedback in voice-only devices. Therefore, for such devices, the length of each composed bot response was limited early in the experiment to at most 2 utterances (as opposed to 3 for devices with screens). We plan to further investigate this in future work.

### 6.5 Conversation Driver Analysis

One of our primary goals was to develop a CODEX bot that does not only answer a user’s question but also proactively drives the conversation. One way to do so under dynamic composition is to enrich the response with additional factual content. Another option is to incorporate conversation drivers to more explicitly drive the dialogue towards other topics in the domain (see Section 4.2).

In the live experiment, our bot made use of teasers, as exemplified in Fig. 1 and Table 11. To assess the effect of teasers, we measured the NBA followup rate after the first conversation turn when the first bot response contained a teaser compared to dialogues when it did not. We found that enriching the vanilla bot response with a fact increases the NBA followup rate of the first turn by 2.5%. Yet, enriching the first bot response with a teaser increases the followup rate by 13%, revealing teasers as effective conversation drivers. This also suggests that users are willing to engage in a multi-turn dialogue if they expect it to be interesting.

We next analyzed the effect of focus change. This implicit conversation driver is realized by responses in which the bot adds enriching utterances whose focus is different from that of the user query. This, in essence, drives the conversation to other regions of the domain, as exemplified in Table 12. Appealingly, the followup rate after responses with focus change compared to the control increased by 17%. This highlights the importance of proactively driving the conversation towards domain discovery since users might not know what to ask for in order to find interesting content.

Finally, in a separate, two weeks long live experiment we also tested the effect of questions in the first bot response. In over 50% of such responses, users reacted to the question presented by our bot. Examples of such reactions are found in Table 13, demonstrating that users view questions not just as drivers of informational dialogues but of social dialogues as well. We plan to investigate the interplay of informational and social dialogues in future work.

### 6.6 Dynamic Composition Analysis

We tested the effect of dynamic composition on the 50-50% conversation dataset we introduced in Section 6.4. In the live experiment, our bot made use of dynamic composition, a novel approach for open-ended dialogues that decouples candidate content generation via content providers from the flexible composition of bot responses via a dialogue manager. This approach is especially suitable for conversational domain exploration (CODEX) of a domain, since it enables the bot to control the correctness and quality of the content in its responses, while still constructing responses that fit a wide variety of conversation contexts.

We implemented a CODEX bot based on dynamic composition and analyzed its components. The bot was seamlessly integrated in the Google Assistant, allowing it to converse about the NBA. We presented the results of a live experiment with this bot showing positive reaction by most users to conducting conversational domain exploration in the NBA domain.

We found that, while challenging, incorporating unstructured content in responses offers valuable richness on top of structured data. In future work, we would like to explore methods to further improve the combination of structured and unstructured contents in a single response. In addition, our ML models are currently trained only on rated conversations created by human evaluators. We plan to research how to learn also from the more noisy and unlabeled conversations conducted by real users in an assistant system.